9.

CONDITIONS OF SALE
Affecting purchasers and others attending the sale
premises.
1.

2.

3.

4.

a) To have inspected their lots prior to the sale; and

b) If, and as required by the auctioneer at the fall of
the hammer the purchaser shall also give his address
and/or the address of his principal and/or pay to the
auctioneer all or part of the purchase price plus VAT
and buyers’ premium.

b) To have accepted that lots are sold with all faults and
imperfections specifically mentioned or not irrespective
of whether they bid in person, by commission or
through an agent.

c) Any such payment made at the fall of the hammer
may be treated, at the auctioneers’ discretion, as a
general deposit against all purchases, made by
that purchaser on the day.

All goods are second hand and sold without warranty
unless otherwise stated in the sale catalogue or by the
auctioneer from the rostrum. Any implied warranty,
condition or other term is excluded except where to do
so would be unlawful.

d) All lots must be paid for in cash, or in other
manner acceptable to the auctioneers, on the day
of sale and before delivery is given.

Purchasers will be deemed:

The auctioneers undertake that care has been taken to
see that catalogue descriptions are accurate and
reliable however these are matters of opinion only
and shall not be taken to be statements of fact.
The auctioneers act as agents to the vendor and shall
not incur liability to any purchaser for any statement,
representation or warranty as to title, quality or
otherwise of any lot made on behalf of and with the
vendor’s authority.
Likewise the auctioneers shall incur no liability to a
purchaser arising from any defect in goods sold save in
the event of negligence on the part of the auctioneers
or their employees. Any liability therefore shall be a
matter for dispute between purchaser and vendor only.

5.

a) At the fall of the hammer the purchaser is required
to give his own name (or where applicable his paddle
number). If he has bid on behalf of another person,
company or organisation he should make this clear to
the auctioneer at the time. If he fails to do so then he
will be held personally liable for the purchase under
the terms of these conditions.

The auctioneers reserve on behalf of themselves and
the vendors the following rights:
a) To sell subject to a reserve price
b) To bid on behalf of a vendor and/or purchasers
c) To refuse any bid
d) To rearrange, consolidate, divide, add or withdraw
any lots or vary the order of the sale.
e) To exclude any person from the premises if there
be good reason to do so.

6.

The auctioneer shall regulate the bidding and shall
determine from time to time the appropriate
increment needed to advance the bidding.

7.

The person making the highest accepted bid shall be
the purchaser as defined in these conditions.

8.

If a dispute arises as to any bidding then at the
discretion of the auctioneer either:
a) The lot to which the disputed bid relates shall
immediately be put up again, or
b) The auctioneer shall determine the dispute and his
decision shall be final and binding on all parties

e) Failure by the purchaser to comply with sub clause
(a) and (b) shall entitle the auctioneer to cancel the
sale and, at his discretion, to immediately re-offer
the lot in question for sale by auction.
10. No transfer of lots or sub-sale by any purchaser is
recognised by the auctioneers. Purchasers shall
remain liable under these conditions in respect of
their own purchase under the hammer.
11. Private treaty sales shall be subject to these conditions
of sale where applicable.
12. All lots will be at the purchaser’s risk from the fall of
the hammer. Purchasers are therefore advised to
check that they have adequate insurance cover.
13. Purchasers who pay by cheque will not normally be
permitted to remove goods until their cheques have
cleared through the bank. Whether removal is permitted
or not, ownership of goods will not be deemed to pass
to the purchaser until his cheque has cleared.
14. All lots must be cleared from the sale premises at the
purchaser’s expense by the time stipulated or agreed
by the auctioneers.
15. a) If a purchaser fails to comply with any of the
preceding conditions the auctioneers may cause
the lot in respect of which the failure is made to be
resold by public or private sale without warranty or
reserve and without notice to the purchaser.
b) If upon resale as aforesaid a lower price is obtained
for any lot than was obtained on the first sale, the
difference in price together with all costs and
charges attending the resale shall be a debt due
from the purchaser in default at the first sale.
c) Alternatively the auctioneers may, at their
discretion, store the lot and recover reasonable
charges for so doing from the purchaser.
16. All sales shall be deemed to have been made in
England and the Parties to the Sale hereby submit to
the jurisdiction of the English Courts. English Law shall
be the proper law of the contract of sale.

Online Timed Internet Bidding

Lot 1

Nordson Sure Coat manual
gun control unit with Nordson
Sure Coat gun on Nordson
mobile 3 wheeled trolley with
associated hose and cable,
single phase

Lot 2

Nordson model NPECC8
manual gun control unit with
Nordson gun and Nordson
mobile trolley with associated
hose and cabling with small
powder tank, single phase

Lot 3

Volstatic Solid Spray XC90
manual gun control unit with
Volstatic Solid Spray gun with
associated hose and cabling
on mobile trolley with powder
tank, single phase

Lot 4

Gema Volstatic model PGC1
manual gun control unit
with ITW Gema gun with
associated hose and cabling
and small powder tank, single
phase

Lot 5

Gema Volstatic model PGC1
manual gun control unit
with ITW Gema gun with
associated hose and cabling
and large powder tank,
single phase

Lot 6

Approx. 25 boxes of powder
coating stock brands inc.
Interpon, Akzo Nobel,
Thermoset and others,
colours inc. goose grey, hilo
orange, semi-gloss green,
poppy red and others (lot
comes with grey metal
shelving as pictured)

Lot 7

ICI Chlor-Chemicals model
GS42AV electric de-greasing
dip tank, complete with rim
vent extractor, chamber
exterior measures approx
130cm long x 85cm deep
x 180cm tall with electric
control board, 3 large mesh
dip cages and small selection
of smaller size cages with
custom built set of wooden
steps

Lot 8

Powder coat spray booth,
exterior measurements 2.3m
deep x 2.5m wide x 2.3m tall
(further details to follow)

Lot 9

Large walk in drying oven,
exterior measurement 4
1/2m deep x 3m wide x 3
1/2m tall with large 2 door
opening, interior lined in
stainless steel, associated
hanging rails (please note:
this drying oven requires
extensive dismantling before
clearance)

Lot 10

Small metal rack containing
metal lin bins and cardboard
boxes containing paint spray/
paint drying hooks

Lot 11

Workshop table measuring
100cm x 60cm, plus another
workshop table measuring
1.6m x 85cm

Lot 12

Small powder coat hopper
with sieve, single phase
electric motor

Lot 13 - 14
Spare Lots

Lot 15

OMP Segatrice model
Euromatic 370CS automatic
cold saw with auto feed,
serial no: 8297, year: 1997 instruction manuals, 3 phase
electric

Lot 16

Pedrazzoli model 32 hydraulic
tube bending machine, with
tube support sledge carriage,
with formers and other
tooling, 3 phase electric

Lot 17

Comaca corner knotcher,
treadle operated, 3 phase
electric
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Lot 18

Kienhn Berthelsen (K&B)
4-2500 2.5m sheet metal
guillotine, with powdered
back gauge, blade adjuster,
rack adjuster, max 4mm mild
steel, 2 spare blades, serial
no: 27806164, 3 phase
electric

Lot 19

Promecan model RG-50-25
2.5m upstroke press brake
with range of tooling including
full length top and bottom tool
and Radiovisor light guards,
serial no: 2/050/25/402
year: May 1973, 3 phase
electric

Lot 20

Warco model 1340 800mm
x 160mm centre lathe with
3 jaw chuck and rack with
miscellaneous tooling, serial
no: 086-03-104 year 1986,
3 phase electric

Lot 21

Kempomat model 3200 MIG
welder, 3 phase electric

Lot 22

Kempomat 250 MIG welder,3
phase

Lot 23

Interlas Miller model 330 AC/
DC gas tungsten ARC welder,
3 phase electric

Lot 24

CD1500 stud welding gun
with associated tooling and
cable, single phase electric

Lot 25

Spare lot

Lot 26

Pneumatic assembly station

Lot 27

Horizon International
electrostatic Smog Eater
SE22HB welder fume
extraction system with 3
various ventilation stations

Lot 28

Cepro mobile welding screen

Lot 29

Lot 37

2 welded pressure containers
previously used for spraying
glue

Lot 38

Set of Avery factory scales,
40lb capacity

Lot 39

Hilti model DX450 powder
actuated tool in case and
associated fixings

6 large custom built work
benches made from boltless
pallet racking, each bench
measures 300cm long

Lot 30

Lot 40

Hand press

Lot 31

Ingersol Rand model EM6E55
Euro receiver mounted air
compressor, 3 phase electric

Lot 32

Numatic industrial vacuum
cleaner 110v

Lot 33

Hand operated barrel pump

Lot 34

Large keylock safe, external
dimensions: 80cm x 80cm x
170cm

Lot 35

Large L-shaped steel box
section work bench with a
Fortis Steel no.10 and Record
no.34 pair of bench mount
vices, approx 5m in length
(please note: this is a welded
bench of solid construction)

Lot 36

12 boxes of back clips for
oval tubes, approx 400
in each box, specifically
designed for bus seat
construction

Cantilever stock rack built
from steel angle lengths
approx 4m tall x 5m long
(stock not included)

Lot 41

Metal stocks the contents
of lot 40, various flat bars,
tubular bars and box sections
length up to 5m long and 3
large packs of approx 130
steel box section 5m length
bars

Lot 42

Air operated automatic rivet
gun

Lot 43

MFX830M air operated rivet
gun with inserts and tooling

Lot 44

Strapex banding machine with
2 rolls of banding

Lot 45

Wadkin LS1642 overhead
router, 24,000 RPM serial no:
24758, 3 phase electric

Lot 46

Wadkin Bursgreen 12AGS tilt
arbour table saw, serial no:
77790, 3 phase electric

Lot 47

Startrite 24-V-10 deep throat
band saw, throat 600mm,
depth of cut 200mm together
with band welder, serial no:
104124, 3 phase electric

Lot 55

APL dust extraction system
with 3 bags, small section of
ducting servicing 4 vents, 3
phase electric

FP F.LLI Poletto model
FP25 travelling head platen
press, platen size 1.2m x
1m, bed size 2.5m x 1m, 3
phase electric and hydraulic
operation together with a
pair of 2.5m feed rollers
(will require skating along
mezzanine floor and being
lifted down from mezzanine
floor to ground level)

Lot 49

Lot 56

Lot 48

Mid 20th century 5 tier
double sided stock/parts
rack approx 2 1/2m tall x
120cm wide

Lot 50

Mid 20th century 5 tier
double sided stock/parts
rack approx 2m tall x 360cm
wide

Lot 51

Meddings Pacera pedestal
drill serial number MF2
67006 3 phase

Lot 52

British Made 3/8’’ Cap No.2
friction tapping attachment

Lot 53

Acetylene kit with an inline
liquid fluxer

Lot 54

2 large cast dies and a metal
lin bin containing nuts and
bolts

Juki model LU-563 flatbed
single needle industrial
sewing machine, single phase

Lot 57

Brother model EF4-B 511
3 thread overlocker, single
phase electric

Lot 58

Eastman Brute class 627
single phase cloth cutter with
associated tools and spares
including sharpening bands,
spare blades, release tools
and mesh gloves

Lot 59

Suprena model PC1062 air
operated cloth cutter with
case and 7 spare blades

Lot 60

Large cutting table approx
2m x 5m, steel frame, rollers
to one end and 2 large
wooden drawers under (on a
mezzanine floor and requires
part dismantling to move to
ground level)

Lot 61

Mitsubushi commercial
sewing machine suitable for
spares or repair only

Lot 62

Box containing Avaya
and Lucent telephones, 2
fluorescent light fitting hoods
and a mobile air conditioner

Lot 63

Hitachi CK 12D 12mm
battery cloth cutter with 2
batteries and a charger

Lot 64

Metal lin bin of 3 and single
phase plugs and a Felco
remote control unit

Lot 65

Felco set of gantry runners6
CWTS

Lot 66

Wolf double ended bench
grinder 240v

Lot 67

Bus and Coach seats – 4
double seats and 2 single
seats

Lot 68

Bus and Coach seats - 3
double seats and 4 single
seats

Lot 69

Folding rip seat suitable
for ambulances and similar
applications

Lot 70

A folding games table

Lot 71

Double coach seat with
reclining and swivel action
designed to vacate space for
wheelchair and user

Lot 72

2 London Transport double
seat chassis’

